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We are pleased to inform you that Hotel Best Osuna Madrid Feria**** offers a 

Complimentary Airport-Hotel

 

The schedule is from Monday to 

to 19:00PM. Saturday and Sunday 

 

Once you have collected your baggage, it is necessary to phone the Hotel in order to 

send the bus to pick you up. Tel number: +34 91 741 81 00. In that moment you will be 

informed about the estimated time of waiting, which usually takes no longer than 25

30 minutes, always depending on traffic. 

The Shuttle can stop only at the “Hotels Bus Stop” of each terminal. The location is: 

- TERMINAL 1: Arrivals at the lounge 2, outside and accross the street, next to the taxi 

stop.  

- TERMINAL 2: Arrivals exit by loun

and transit line.  

- TERMINAL 3: There is no hotel bus stop, stop using the T2 

- TERMINAL 4: On arrivals floor, outside crossing the taxi line, the first of the bus docks 

looking left leaving the termin

 

Seats on bus are subject to availability. A maximum waiting time is not guaranteed. 

Our shuttle is identified with BEST HOTELS logo. 

 

Best regards. 

C/ Luis de la Mata, 18 Madrid 28042 

Telf: 917 418 100 e-mail: ossuna@besthotels.es 

www.hotelosuna.es 

We are pleased to inform you that Hotel Best Osuna Madrid Feria**** offers a 

Hotel-Airport Shuttle Bus Service, subject to availability. 

The schedule is from Monday to Friday From 07:30 AM to 14:00PM and from 16:00PM 

Sunday Not available. 

e you have collected your baggage, it is necessary to phone the Hotel in order to 

send the bus to pick you up. Tel number: +34 91 741 81 00. In that moment you will be 

informed about the estimated time of waiting, which usually takes no longer than 25

inutes, always depending on traffic.  

The Shuttle can stop only at the “Hotels Bus Stop” of each terminal. The location is: 

TERMINAL 1: Arrivals at the lounge 2, outside and accross the street, next to the taxi 

TERMINAL 2: Arrivals exit by lounge 5, outside and accross the street at the bus stop 

TERMINAL 3: There is no hotel bus stop, stop using the T2  

TERMINAL 4: On arrivals floor, outside crossing the taxi line, the first of the bus docks 

looking left leaving the terminal.  

Seats on bus are subject to availability. A maximum waiting time is not guaranteed. 

Our shuttle is identified with BEST HOTELS logo.  

We are pleased to inform you that Hotel Best Osuna Madrid Feria**** offers a 

Airport Shuttle Bus Service, subject to availability.  

From 07:30 AM to 14:00PM and from 16:00PM 

e you have collected your baggage, it is necessary to phone the Hotel in order to 

send the bus to pick you up. Tel number: +34 91 741 81 00. In that moment you will be 

informed about the estimated time of waiting, which usually takes no longer than 25-

The Shuttle can stop only at the “Hotels Bus Stop” of each terminal. The location is:  

TERMINAL 1: Arrivals at the lounge 2, outside and accross the street, next to the taxi 

ge 5, outside and accross the street at the bus stop 

TERMINAL 4: On arrivals floor, outside crossing the taxi line, the first of the bus docks 

Seats on bus are subject to availability. A maximum waiting time is not guaranteed. 


